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Part geography lesson, part introduction ornithology, United Tweets is all fun . . .Â  a feathered

pageant matching the 50 state birds--USA Today*INCLUDES* Fun facts, a full map of the United

States, all the state capitals, and hilarious illustrations of each state bird!Welcome to the United

Tweets Pageant! This colorful parade of state birds competing to be Top Tweet will have readers of

all ages laughing aloud. From Alabama's Yellowhammer to Wyoming's Western Meadowlark, each

bird is a winner, and each bird loves to show off the state it calls home. Hudson Talbott has created

an inspired introduction to states and their birds. His vibrant, detailed illustrations infuse the birds'

interactions with energy and humor, making this a great way to spark kids' interest in United States

history, geography, and, of course, wildlife!Â 
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This is a fun book that is loaded with "trivia" about each state.It not only has the state birds, but

capitol cities, state flowers, andother state animals when they exist. Some states have lists of

famouspeople. The cheerful and often funny illustrations help identifywhat each state has within it,

like seaside, or farm land or whatever.It could be useful in many ways for kids and their parents who

likemaps, geography, travelling, etc.



My daughter loves this book and we bought it for her bird loving friend as a gift. Its unique and

packed full of funny and informative facts about birds and the United States. Had them both

cracking up.

This is a wonderful book! I laughed as I read it. I purchased it for a friend who is a 5th grade

teacher. Children will love to have this book read to them and older children can learn about our fifty

state birds and other fun facts while enjoying the humor of Hudson Talbot. Acceptance, cooperation

and diversity are showcased at the conclusion of The United Tweets of America Pageant. What a

hoot of a book. Very highly recommend.

I LOVE the book. I first saw it at the house of one of my grandchildren several years ago. I ordered

one for my house andanyone who sees it when visiting is blown away as well. My recent purchase

was to give to a 7 year old who read it whenvisiting with her grandmother. Now she has one of her

own for her house!!

This is a really fun book.There is some simple humor that makes it fun for mom to read. The

illustrations are great. We like to sit and learn about a few states and their birds at a time. We only

make it through 5 or 6 pages at a time because each page has a lot of information to talk about and

look at.

I bought this book for a fourth grade boy that was hospitalized. He loved it. Lots of great information

about each state and state bird.Done in a fun way. Interesting and fun facts presented...The adults

liked it as much as he did. It's a keeper.

A friend first showed me this book and I knew immediately I needed to order it for my 6 year old

granddaughter. I was glad she loved it as much as I did. We have read the entire book several times

and she loves to name the states and their bird. Such a fun informative book ! We had out- of- town

company this weekend and once they picked it up they couldn't put it down. They are wanting a

copy of their own !

All ages of reader will enjoy this whimsical yet factual parade of state birds which provides a

'competition' featuring them all. Funny state trivia accompanies high humor and whimsical drawings

in a fun blend of history, natural history, and lively discussions perfect for grades 4 and older.
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